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note C
This legend is complicated in the Balkans by the presence of Akritic
poems of a similar content. They refer to the Kidnapping of a bride who is
identified, on epic authority, as the mother of Digenis Akritas. In these
poems, both ballad and epic, wooing and marriage follow the heroic
pattern of bride-stealing, as they do in the Serbian 'junacke pesme'.
Digenis Akritas steals his own bride from the powerful family of Doukas,
despite their contempt for his lineage. He uses Philopappos, the apelate,
as a go-between, and is also favoured by possession of a magical 'tamboura'.
In some ballads we find lannakis, also an apelate, is the candidate
favoured by the Doukas clan. This story corresponds to the ballad
Liogennetg (Politis, Eklogai apo ta tragoudia, Athens, 1932, 74) or King
Levantfis* Girl (S. Kyriakides, *O Digenis Akritas > Athens, n.d., p. 140;
p. 149 lanni's Marriage). The details of these stories are often widely
different, so that the ballad tends to resemble in parts the other set of
kidnappings. One complication has been the transference to Digenis of
an episode which may belong properly to Philopappos.
According to the epos Digenis' mother was kidnapped by the emir
Mousour when her five brothers were away from home. They hear of the
affair and give chase, and a duel occurs in which the youngest brother,
Mikrokostantinos, overcomes Mousour. After some misunderstandings,
Mousour agrees to take the lady for his lawful wife, and then brings
over his whole tribe to the Christian side. The ballads give a different
account of these things. According to Andronikos* Son, his mother was
4enceinte' when captured, and it was uncertain whether Digenis was
the son of Andronikos or of the emir, who had also his Moslem wife.
Alternatively they represent the lady as a Camilla, who yields to the
Saracen after a fight, only on condition of his baptism. The kidnapping
becomes that of a hero's bride; the hero being, apparently, not Digenis,
but lannakis (S. Kyriakides, ibid., p. '8; Politis 75 does not give the
name).
The ballad then runs: lannakis or Digenis is eating and drinking, when
he suddenly realizes that his wife has been kidnapped. (No reason is
given.) He goes to converse with his horses, and picks out the oldest and
most trusty. He races over the plains, and learns from an old man (some-
times a herd) and from his old mother that the parties are still at table.
He meets his mother in his garden, and she fails to recognize him. His
wife recognizes him at once, but contrives to pass him off as her brother,
and on that pretext offers him a stoup of wine. The hero, lannakis or
Digenis, seizes her, and they ride away. Some of these episodes figure
in Asturian Spanish ballads of Count Dirlos.
These Greek ballads do not begin with a summons to war on the
morning after the wedding, nor do they mention a duration of time. They
may lack their proper beginning; but as things are, we seem bound to
consider these details to be a western feature. But the two conversations,
modelled on those of Odysseus with the swineherd and his father, and the
mention of a garden or vineyard, are often found in Balkan ballads, to an

